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The nuclear physicist's playground

Many objects 118 chemical elements ~ 3000 nuclei ~ 200 000 excited states ~ 500 000 nuclear decays



The nuclear physicist's playground

Many objects 118 chemical elements ~ 3000 nuclei ~ 200 000 excited states ~ 500 000 nuclear decays

Each with multiple properties energies lifetimes Q-values binding energies ...

➥Millions of nuclear
properties published



Data accessibility often non-trivial PDF file decoding web page parsing old database format decoding

➥ Each nuclear physicist has already created
her/his own macros, physics case dependant

The nuclear physicist's nightmare



Data accessibility often non-trivial PDF file decoding web page parsing old database format decoding

➥ Each nuclear physicist has already created
her/his own macros, physics case dependant

➥ Various software exist, with their own
(partial) database implementation

The nuclear physicist's nightmare

* Only software with nice logo have been selected



TkN specifications Light C++ library giving access to published nuclear physics data Regularly updated database Fast database access (for integration in Monte-Carlo simulations) Easy to link to any project Open source (CECILL-B CNRS licence) Fully documented software

The TkN (Toolkit for Nuclei) project



TkN specifications Light C++ library giving access to published nuclear physics data Regularly updated database Fast database access (for integration in Monte-Carlo simulations) Easy to link to any project Open source (CECILL-B CNRS licence) Fully documented software

TkN prerequisites git to download the source code cmake to configure the TkN compilation (at least version 3.5) a compiler supporting C++17 (patch available for c++11) if linked with ROOT, a ROOT version at least version 6.20

The TkN (Toolkit for Nuclei) project



The TkN database

Data sources Chemical element properties X-ray data Isotopes properties Levels and decays properties

NuDat 3.0



The TkN database

NuDat 3.0
Data sources Chemical element properties X-ray data Isotopes properties Levels and decays properties

SQLite3 database directly embedded in the library stable, cross-platform, backward compatible (2050), widely used by many companies

➥ Automatic monthly database update (stored on IP2I’s servers)



The TkN database structure

➥ 5 indexed SQL tables to avoid redundancy and for fast data access



element table charge symbol name group block standard state atomic mass electronic configuration atomic radius ionization energy melting point boiling point density year discovered list of X-rays

The TkN database content : chemical elements



isotope table abundance binding energy per nucleon binding energy minus Liquid Drop model fit cross sections thermal neutron capture cross section at 300K thermal neutron fission cross section at 300K decay mode fission yields thermal neutron-induced F.Y. for 235-Uranium thermal neutron-induced F.Y. for 239-Plutonium spontaneous F.Y. for 252-Californium ground state lifetime ground state spin-parity mass excess pairing gap

 Q-values α ∆α: 0.5 x ( Qα(Z+2,N+2) - Qα(Z,N) ) ß⁻ double ß⁻ ß⁺ electron capture double electron capture ß⁻ delayed neutron emission ß⁻ delayed double neutron emission electron capture afterproton emission quadrupole deformation ß² separation energies neutron separation energy two neutron separation energy proton separation energy two proton separation energy

The TkN database content : isotopes



level table energy life time spin and parity list of decays populating and depopulating the level

The TkN database content : nuclear exited states



The TkN database content : nuclear decays

decay table energy relative intensity mixing ratio conversion coefficient electric and magnetic transition probability transition multi-polarity link to the parent and daughter levels➥ allows to determine coincident decays

➥Only gamma decays are implemented in TkN 1.0



 For each nucleus, various published datasets are available:

 The merged dataset “ADOPTED” is selected by default, but the user can select any dataset for a given nucleus

The TkN database content : datasets

For each nucleus, various published datasets are available



 For each nucleus, various published datasets are available:

➙ default dataset

➙ non evaluated datasets

 The merged dataset “ADOPTED” is selected by default, but the user can select any dataset for a given nucleus

The TkN database content : datasets

For each nucleus, various published datasets are available

➥ The merged dataset “ADOPTED” is selected by default, but the user can select any
dataset for a given nucleus



The TkN database : summary

Database content 3 559 isotopes 22 906 datasets 550 080 levels 703 109 decays

To be added in future TkN versions particle decays charge radii other properties proposed by the users python/julia interface

Reading performances 1rst full database read ~ 15s 2nd full database read ~ 0.02s Extracting randomly 108 levels (1 thread) ~ 250s Extracting randomly 108 levels (16 thread) ~ 30s



Dedicated c++ classes are provided in order to
 browse the database (tkmanager) extract the desired properties (tknucleus, tklevel, tkdecay...) handle uncertainties, including asymetric unc, limit values... (tkmeasure) handle units and units conversion (tkunit_manager)

Dedicated tools are provided in order to: download/update the database (tkn-db-update) start an interactive root terminal with TkN linked (tkn-root) link TkN to an external project (cmake example, git submodule)

The TkN user interface

From the user point of view:



Some examples : X-ray energies



Some examples : isotope mass excess



Some examples : isotopic fission yields



Some examples : level and decay properties



Gitlab CI and documentation automatic TkN compilation, unitary tests,
and example execution after each new code commit TkN online documentation https://tkn.in2p3.fr install and link tutorials complete userguide code fully documented using doxygen

Human support TkN channel on IN2P3's Rocket.Chat TkN mailing list to be informed on any release or updates

The TkN user support

https://tkn.in2p3.fr
https://chat.in2p3.fr/group/tkn-users


Databasewith many (nuclear) data
Automatic monthly update

C++ interface for exploring the database
Utility programs and interactive ROOT environment

Easy to link to any C++ project (cmake, submodule)
Continous integration on Gitlab

Extensive userguide and documenation website
Code fully documented using doxygen

tkn.in2p3.fr

gitlab.in2p3.fr/tkn/tkn-lib

10.5281/zenodo.7400802
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